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Something for all ages
Supporting life-long learners from ages 4 –18 and beyond with
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Welcome to our 2020 Rising Stars Catalogue. We’re very excited to share this selection of print and digital
resources for Reception and Key Stages 1 and 2 with you.

Get in touch
We have dedicated Rising Stars Representatives all over the world who would love to hear from you, and
are always happy to pay you a visit. Take a look at the inside back cover to get in touch and find out their
contact details.

With best wishes,
The Rising Stars Team
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English and
Reading

Mathematics

Intervention

Foundation
Subjects
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ENGLISH AND READING

ENGLISH AND
READING
Plan and deliver a comprehensive English
and reading curriculum with impact.

Rising Stars Reading Planet
PRINT

DIGITAL

RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Transform your school’s approach to reading with a fresh and
modern scheme for Reception to Year 6

Read in to Writing
DIGITAL

RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Achieve high-quality reading and writing with a new whole-book
teaching series

Cracking Comprehension
PRINT

DIGITAL

RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Develop key reading comprehension skills with modelling software,
practice quizzes and built-in assessment

Risingstars-uk.com/English
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How to order: UK:

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

01235 400555 • International:

international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 AND KEY STAGE 2

WordBlaze
PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 AND KEY STAGE 2

Cover every spelling requirement with a flexible programme for
Years 1–6

Bridge the gap from phonics to fluency with multisensory
intervention

Rising Stars Vocabulary

Reading Comprehension tests

PRINT

DIGITAL

RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 AND KEY STAGE 2

Build essential vocabulary skills and knowledge across your whole
school

Fully prepare for the demanding national tests in reading with
comprehension practice for the whole school

Skills Builders

Cracking Writing

PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 AND KEY STAGE 2

Tackle every GPS skill with write-in pupil books and a lively,
interactive toolkit

ENGLISH AND READING

Rising Stars Spelling

PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 AND KEY STAGE 2

Improve writing skills with focused, step-by-step activities for
Years 1–6

Risingstars-uk.com/English
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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READING

READING
PLANET
and digital resources
9 Print
for the whole school
wide range of carefully
9 Alevelled
banded fiction,

9

non-fiction and poetry
Comprehensive teaching
and parent support

We’ve pretty much cast aside all
other reading schemes now as
we assessed our reading books
and book bands against Reading
Planet and found that the other
schemes didn’t match up.
Hayley Footitt, Ancaster
C of E Primary School

Reading Planet
PRINT

DIGITAL

RECEPTION–YEAR 6

Welcome to Reading Planet, a fresh and
modern scheme for Reception to Year 6
• Meet or exceed age-related expectations
in reading with print and digital resources
created for the current curriculum
• Develop essential comprehension and
vocabulary skills using the in-book quizzes
and teaching materials
• Enrich your wider curriculum with an exciting
and varied range of topic-linked fiction and
non-fiction
• Get all children hooked on reading through
stories, characters and themes that truly
reflect their world
• Inspire and empower readers with books that
celebrate diversity and champion individuality
and well-being
View free samples at
risingstarsreadingplanet.com
Risingstars-uk.com/English
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How to order: UK:

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

01235 400555 • International:

international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

READING

Reception-Key Stage 1

Start the reading journey with beautiful wordless and
first-words books for Lilac and Lilac+

Inspire a love of reading with an action-packed series
featuring a team of lovable characters

• Develop vocabulary and communication skills
through paired wordless books that encourage
children to retell stories in their own words

• Bring curriculum topics to life with exciting
characters linked to history, geography, science and
more!

• Introduce the concept of segmenting and blending
in Lift-off First Words, starting children on their
phonics journey

• Find a book for every child with modern adventure
stories that feature relatable and diverse characters,
themes and stories

• Fully explore the aspects from Letters and Sounds
Phase 1 using paired fiction and non-fiction books
linked to topics such as ‘food’, ‘outdoors’ and ‘on
the move’

• Explore themes such as bravery, teamwork and
problem-solving through the Comet Street Kids
characters

New books out 2020

New books out 2020

Build firm foundations in reading with fresh and fullydecodable books from Pink to Orange

Enrich your teaching across the curriculum with
captivating fiction and non-fiction from Pink to White

• Easily slot the series into your phonics teaching with
fully-decodable books expertly aligned to Letters
and Sounds

• Expand children’s vocabulary and language
skills through different genres and text types
including poetry, play scripts, instruction books and
information guides

• Fully meet the requirements of the 2014 curriculum
with 96 books written for the reading programme of
study
• Practise phonic decoding skills in context through a
range of vibrant and colourful fiction and non-fiction
£40–£1,830 per book pack
£50 per Teacher’s Guide

• Broaden topic knowledge with fact-filled non-fiction
and curriculum-linked fiction that tie into a range of
subject areas including science, history, geography,
PSHE and more
• Bring reading to life through beautiful illustrations,
modern artwork and vivid photography

risingstarsreadingplanet.com
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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READING

The children in Key Stage 2 have responded well to the new books. They are very appealing and look mature.
Gayle Berry, Griffin Park Primary School

Key Stage 2
Fiction

Non-fiction

Capture children’s imaginations
through classic and contemporary
illustrated fiction that appeals to all
young readers

Spark curiosity and intrigue
with fascinating non-fiction
that supports study across the
curriculum and taps into children’s
interests

• Follow the adventures of lovable
characters with modern miniseries including The Finney
Island Files, The Pocket Elf and
The Diary of a Football Ninja
• Bring classics alive for today’s
young readers with stunning
illustrations and vivid storytelling
• Explore cultures and traditions
from around the world through
retellings of international tales
• Connect with the wider
curriculum through topic-based
stories that cover the Stone Age,
the Suffragettes and more!

• Develop essential non-fiction
reading skills; the books are
packed with non-fiction text
features such as infographics,
diagrams, glossaries and
captions
• Widen children’s knowledge of
different non-fiction text types
with instruction books, guides,
biographies and more
• Engage children in non-fiction
using books that explore modern
and relevant topics such as
computing, PSHE, music and
sports
Key Stage 2 fiction and non-fiction:
£81–£684 per book pack
Teacher’s Guides available as part of the
Reading Planet Online Library

risingstarsreadingplanet.com
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How to order: UK:

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

01235 400555 • International:

international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

READING

Rather than reading being a passive experience,
the children come up to the whiteboard and answer
quizzes, highlight text, move things around – it all
enhances the shared reading experience. The quizzes
are very helpful and keep the children engaged.
St Barnabas CE First & Middle School

⊲ Share interactive fiction and
non-fiction eBooks with your
whole class, a group or oneto-one.

Reading Planet Online Library
PRINT

DIGITAL

RECEPTION-YEAR 6

NEW FOR KEY STAGE 2

Boost your teaching of reading with a great-value eBook Library for the
whole school
• Access all Reading Planet fiction and non-fiction books as interactive
eBooks for just £275+VAT per annual subscription
• Use alone or alongside the print books to suit your class needs, to
improve specific skills, widen reading and inspire reading for pleasure

⊲ Use the checkpoint quizzes
in each eBook to check
understanding as you read.

• Practise and improve comprehension skills and vocabulary acquisition
with interactive, self-marking quizzes for each eBook and track
progress via the easy-to-use reporting tool

ALIEN RACE

• Use the integrated features such as read aloud audio (Reception and
Key Stage 1) and highlighting and comment tools, to engage children
even more with each eBook

GUIDED GROUP READING

AFTER READING

BEFORE READING

Return to the text:

Book introduction:
Look together at the cover image and title. Ask: Where
do you think this story is set? Have the children read any
other books set in space?
●● Read the back cover blurb together. Ask: What could
be the nasty surprise? What could a zinger attack and
gloopy gunge be? Do you think the friends will win or
lose the race?
●● Ask the children if they think the story will be slow- or
fast-paced. Highlight how exclamation marks in the text
can indicate excitement. Write ‘I can’t see’ with and
without an exclamation mark. Read them out, using an
excited tone for the version with the exclamation mark.
Let the children point to the matching phrase.
●● Show and practise reading the tricky words in the book.
●●

Strategy check:
Recap with the children how to use a range of comprehension
strategies to understand the characters, setting and events.
●● Remind them to be ‘story detectives’ by using clues in the
text (inference skills) and by finding evidence to support
their ideas (deduction skills).
●● Ask them to predict what might happen next.
●● Tell them that the punctuation in the text, especially in
the dialogue, will help them know how to read with
expression and will help them understand what the
characters are thinking and feeling.
●● Encourage the children to use phonics skills to decode
any new words. If they struggle, remind them to use other
strategies, e.g. recognising spelling patterns in words,
reading root words before endings, breaking words into
syllables, checking that a text makes sense, picture cues, etc.

• Strengthen home-school links by allocating eBooks as homework –
the Library can be accessed by parents and pupils anywhere, on
any device!

DURING READING
Independent reading:
Ask the children to read independently while you listen to
each child in the group.
Model how to read to convey the excitement and fast
pace of the story. Praise the children when they add extra
emphasis to words such as ‘FLUMP!’ and use different
intonation for the characters, such as the increasingly
excited commentator.
●● Ask questions to enable the children to build up a fuller
understanding of the story, e.g. What makes the race
tricky (page 9)? What do you think the aliens think about
strawberry milkshake (page 22)?
●●
●●

£275+VAT 1-year subscription for Reception-Key Stage 1
£275+VAT 1-year subscription for Key Stage 2

e

uois

Turq

Discuss any words or meanings that the children
struggled with during reading.
Encourage the children to return to the text to show
which illustration or part of the race they liked best. Did
they have a favourite word or phrase?
Discuss how the punctuation and speech verbs helped
the children convey the excitement of the race. Go back
and re-read the dialogue with more expression.
●● Note the naming word (noun) ‘racer’ and the ‘-er’
added on the end. Explain that when an action word
(verb) ends in ‘e’, we take the ‘e’ off the suffix -er before
adding it: ‘dance/dancer’, ‘skate/skater’, etc.
●● Use the comprehension questions at the end of the
book to talk about the story and the characters.
●● If time permits, ask the following questions to explore
the story further. On page 7, what words and phrases
tell us that it is very noisy? Why do you think the zinger
is called that? How did the friends work out how to race
the go-karts? Which part of the race do you think was
the hardest? Why?
●●
●●

●●

Follow-up activities:
1. Give a copy of the PCM to individual children or pairs.
Ask them to use the word bank and look back through
the story to find the missing name or words to complete
the labels accompanying each picture. They can then
use the pictures to help them retell what happened in
the alien race as if they are the race commentator.
2. Encourage the children to create their own alien space
race. Let them draw a map which shows the beginning
and the end of the race and at least three sections/
obstacles with alliterative or descriptive names and
pictures of the obstacles. Let them share their maps with
others and commentate on their own race.

⊲ Support your reading session
with downloadable teaching
notes and pupil worksheets
for each eBook.

BOOK OVERVIEW
When Asha, Rav, Tess and Finn jump into the Galaxy
Go-Karts for a race at Planet Zoom, they find
themselves transported to a real race above an alien
city. The loud, fast and noisy race has many obstacles
to overcome, such as a tight dangerous corner, a
valley of sticky zinger aliens who throw themselves on
to the karts and a gulley full of gloopy gunge. Once
the friends work out how to get past each obstacle,
they make a dash for the finish line. They lose the
race, but find that the booby-prize isn’t so bad –
being covered in strawberry milkshake.

28

risingstarsreadingplanet.com
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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ENGLISH

READ IN TO
WRITING
and editable
9 Downloadable
planning, teaching and

9
9

assessment materials for
whole books
Units cover high-quality
classic and modern fiction
by much-loved authors
Complete curriculum
coverage for Reception to
Year 6

Read in to Writing
DIGITAL

RECEPTION-YEAR 6

Achieve greater depth in reading and writing
with a new whole-book teaching series for
Reception to Year 6
• Save hours of planning and preparation with
editable teaching and planning resources that
cover whole books
• Resource your English teaching for just
£35+VAT per book. For each book, you get
unlimited access to lesson plans, PowerPoint
teaching slides, text extracts, moderation
guidance and more.
• Delve into high-quality picture books and
children’s fiction written by much-loved
authors such as Cressida Cowell, David
Almond, Kes Gray and Roald Dahl
• Explore character, theme and plot in-depth
and teach vocabulary and grammar in context
using the pre-prepared teaching plans
• Use reading to inspire children to plan and
write for different purposes and audiences
with teaching units that ensure a range of
writing outcomes
£35+VAT per unit (permanent online access)
£50–£75 per accompanying book pack (selected units only)

It has children pushing themselves to better
understand the writing as well as find deeper
meaning within the reading…the Skellig unit
immersed my pupils into writing stories on a
deeper level than I have ever experienced.
Jessie Farley, Key Stage 2 Leader, All Saints
Benhilton C of E Primary School

Risingstars-uk.com/English
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How to order: UK:

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

View free samples at risingstars-uk.com/readintowriting
01235 400555 • International:

international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

ENGLISH

⊲ Detailed session plans outline learning objectives and
outcomes, vocabulary and activities for each session.

⊲ Editable pupil worksheets support teaching activities and
provide homework opportunities.

⊲ PowerPoint slides are editable and include original
illustrations for selected units.

⊲ The comprehensive Overview includes information
on themes and topics, writing outcomes, curriculum
coverage and week-by-week planning.

REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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ENGLISH

COMPREHENSION
Comprehension for
9 Crack
Reception – Year 6
teachers with print
9 Support
and digital resources
pupils with front of
9 Engage
class modelling software

Cracking Comprehension
resources...provide the children
of Barry Island Primary School
with stimulating and meaningful
learning opportunities for the
21st century learner...
Aled Williams, Barry Island
Primary School

Cracking Comprehension
PRINT

DIGITAL

RECEPTION-YEAR 6

Embed key reading comprehension skills and
measure progress with a mixture of print and
digital resources, including focussed reading
comprehension activities on a range of text
extracts, modelling software, and self-marking
practise quizzes
• Confidently guide pupils through the sessions
using the step-by-step teacher’s notes for
each unit, useful strategies and full answers in
the print teacher’s guide
• Learn to tackle comprehension questions
together using front of class interactive
whiteboard modelling software
• Measure progress with assessment tasks
comprised of photocopiable texts and
accompanying questions, digital independent
pupil practice, quizzes and progress tracking
£150/£840
£150 per year group
£840 for whole school
£50 annual resubscription fee

Risingstars-uk.com/cracking20
12

How to order: UK:

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

01235 400555 • International:

international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

⊲ Copy your highlighted evidence
to the Crack it tab and answer the
question

⊲ Download and print the Practice
text for your pupils to do on their
own

COMPREHENSION

⊲ Select a question for your
class to answer together in the
question Zap tab

⊲ Work through
the Reading
comprehension
questions
together as a
class

⊲ Use
highlighters
to select
passages of
the text that
you can use
to answer
the question

⊲ Read the
text along
with your
class on the
whiteboard
and listen to
the audio

Try out sample lessons at risingstars-uk.com/cracking20
Risingstars-uk.com/English
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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ENGLISH

ENGLISH SKILLS
confident that every
9 Feel
pupil will master the

9
9

English key skills
Plan and deliver English
with ease
Assess progress and
identify gaps in learning

It delivers the ‘holy grail’ of giving the
teacher back more time whilst also
creating better quality resources and
learning than would otherwise have
been produced.
Peter Richardson, Deputy Headteacher,
Walton-le-Dale Primary School

Rising Stars Spelling
PRINT

DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Cover every spelling requirement with a flexible
programme for Years 1–6
• Teach and practise all the statutory word lists
with lively teaching sessions for each week
• Deliver consistent spelling sessions with
ease using pre-prepared resources including
PowerPoints and photocopiable worksheets
• Support children as they progress from
phonics with a rigorous learning pathway that
builds knowledge year on year
• Make teaching spelling fun and enjoyable
using the lively activities which explore
spellings in context
• Get SATs ready using the extra revision and
practice activities for Year 2 and 6
£90 Teacher’s Guide for each year group
£475 Whole School Pack (Teacher’s Guides for Years 1–6)

Risingstars-uk.com/English
14

How to order: UK:

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

View free samples at risingstars-uk.com/RSSpelling

01235 400555 • International:

international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

ENGLISH

Rising Stars Vocabulary
PRINT

DIGITAL

RECEPTION-YEAR 6

Cracking Writing
PRINT

DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Build essential vocabulary skills and knowledge
across your whole school

Improve writing skills with focused,
step-by-step teaching for Years 1–6

• Easily incorporate vocabulary teaching in
Reception to Year 6 with pick-up and teach
activities

• Use a range of high-quality model texts to
demonstrate audience and purpose

• Explore vocabulary in context through rich
high-quality source texts that cover a range of
genres
• Develop a rich understanding of language
and boost comprehension through creative
strategies such as drama and games
• Tap into the wider curriculum with teaching
sessions that explore topic vocabulary
£95 Teacher’s Guide for Reception-Key Stage 1, Lower Key
Stage 2 and Upper Key Stage 2
£250 Whole School Pack (Teacher’s Guides for
Reception-Year 6)

View free samples at
risingstars-uk.com/vocabulary

• Support pupils in planning writing
through engaging teaching activities and
photocopiable frameworks
• Link to wider curriculum study through
topic-based writing outcomes
• Teach and practise editing and proof reading
skills, helping children to boost their grammar
and punctuation
• Ensure pupils are meeting the expected
standards using the moderation grids and
progression frameworks
£90 Teacher’s Guide for each year group
£420 Whole School Pack (Teacher’s Guides for Years 1–6)

View free samples at
risingstars-uk.com/writing

The engaging activities provided quality
language-rich tasks which could be delivered
at any time of the day.
Ruth Duckworth, Christ Church C of E
Primary School

Risingstars-uk.com/English
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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ENGLISH

Skills Builders
PRINT

DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Tackle every technical English skill with write-in pupil books and a lively,
interactive toolkit
• Teach all the grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary content
required using the step-by-step Teacher’s Guides
• Save time using the medium term plans for each year group
• Model and practise concepts in a memorable way using the fun online
interactive activities
• Embed and apply new knowledge using the practice questions and
activities in the colourful Pupil Books
£130 Year 1–2 Packs (Teacher’s Guide and 15 English Pupil Books for that year group, access
to online activities)
£250 Complete Key Stage 1 Pack (Teacher’s Guides for Year 1–2, 15 English Pupil Books for
each year group, access to online activities)
£190 Years 3–6 Packs (Teacher’s Guide, 15 Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Books and 15
Spelling and Vocabulary Pupil Books for that year group, access to online activities)
£750 Complete Key Stage 2 Pack (Teacher’s Guides for Year 3–6, 15 Grammar and
Punctuation Pupil Books and 15 Spelling and Vocabulary Pupil Books for each year group,
access to online activities)

View free samples at risingstars-uk.com/skills-builders

Risingstars-uk.com/English
16

How to order:

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

01235 400555

International: international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

Key Facts

ENGLISH

Pupil Books

Four books covering Years 3 to 6
Cover price £7

I would recommend WordBlaze to
other schools. I think it is a perfect
use of Pupil Premium money to tackle
underachievement as a targeted
intervention.
Catherine Clayton-Young, Headteacher,
Griffin Park Primary School

24 units per book
covering ﬁction
and non-ﬁction

Teacher’s Books

Four books covering Years 3 to 6
Cover price £35

R B C 13 a b c d e




WHEN ORDERING

Freefax: 0800 091 1603
Order online: www.risingstars-uk.com

School Price

Qty

Total £

Postage and packing

£5.95

£350

including FREE
CD-ROM
worth £50!

£94.50

£94.50

£94.50

£94.50

Grand total

Name

Record Breaking
Comprehension
the 3,4,6
PRINT Bring
YEARS

Postcode
Fax

WordBlaze
PRINT

YEARS 3–6

Bridge the gap from phonics to fluency with
multisensory intervention
• Deliver intervention with impact and meet
Key Stage 2 National Curriculum expectations
through six exciting global-themed challenges
• Build fluency through motivating repeatedreading games
• Enrich vocabulary and improve spelling using
phonic-structured Wordbanks
• Save planning time and support TAs to
deliver sessions with ease through structured
teacher and pupil resources

IMPORTANT
PERMANENT SITE LICENCE All packs come with a permanent wholeschool licence meaning that the software can be networked for use on
multiple whiteboards, PCs or Macs within a single school.
OVERSEAS P&P – written quotes available on request. Every effort has
been made to ensure details are correct at time of going to press.
Rising Stars reserves the right to change the speciﬁcation without prior
notice.

fun back into

reading comprehension!
Develop
reading comprehension skills using
Capture your pupils’ interest with amazing
records from around
the world!
fascinating
world
record stories

• Spark enjoyment with lively, inspiring texts
that pupils want to read

Free evaluation units available at www.risingstars-uk.com/RBC

• Stretch comprehension skills with a range of
text types
• Save time with a resource ideal for use in
class or for homework
• Allow for extra flexibility across
comprehension abilities with colour-coded
pupil books
£99 Pack for each colour pack (1 Teacher’s Book and 10 Pupil
Books for that colour)

Download free samples at
risingstars-uk.com/Record-Breaking

£75 Teacher’s Handbook
£42 10-copy Pupil Workbook Pack (Available for each
Workbook)
£320 Group Pack (Teacher’s Handbook and 10 copies of
each Pupil Workbook)
£250 Pupil Workbook Pack (10 copies of each Pupil
Workbook)

Download free samples at
risingstars-uk.com/wordblaze

Risingstars-uk.com/English
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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ENGLISH
TAB

NATIONAL
TESTS
for comprehension,
9 Practise
spelling and dictation
time with
9 Save
photocopiable tests
every child for the
9 Prepare
National Tests

Reading Comprehension Tests
PRINT

YEARS 1–6

Fully prepare for the demanding national tests
in reading with comprehension practice for the
whole school
• Save time with 24 ready-to-go photocopiable
test-style questions at your fingertips
• Expose children to a variety of age
appropriate fiction and non-fiction in line with
the national curriculum
• Easily identify weaknesses and find ways to
intervene using the marking guidance and
suggested next steps
£87.50 Teacher’s Book for each year group (6 tests per term
for that year group)
£420 Whole School Pack (Teacher’s Books for Years 1–6)

View free samples at
risingstars-uk.com/ncreadingtests

risingstars-uk.com/English
18

How to order:

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

01235 400555

International: international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

ENGLISH

I believe that these really help with comprehension as the
children really have to listen to identify punctuation, power
of words and the grammatical structure of a sentence.
Carla Gotch, Assistant Headteacher, Tennyson Road Primary

New Curriculum Spelling Tests
DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Practise and prepare for the new English
spelling tests
• Save time with 30 tests per year group
• Ensure weekly progression and coverage of
the new National Curriculum word lists plus
many more
• Consolidate classroom teaching with tests
based around spelling rules
£200 Whole School Pack (Tests for Years 1–6)

View free samples at
risingstars-uk.com/spelling-tests

New Curriculum Dictation Tests
PRINT

YEARS 1–6

Ensure all children can write simple dictated
sentences by memory
• Save time with ready-made simple sentence
dictation tests
• Ensure regular practice and application of
GPS skills
• Collect evidence for writing moderation
£100 Complete test pack for Year 1–6

View free samples at
risingstars-uk.com/dictation-tests

Risingstars-uk.com/English
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS
Help all pupils to succeed in Mathematics
with something to ensure that every pupil
gets the support they need.

Rising Stars Mathematics & Rising Stars
Mathematics Online
PRINT

DIGITAL

RECEPTION–YEAR 6 TO KEY STAGE 2

Reinvigorate maths mastery at your school, with a fun and flexible
scheme

Mastering Maths
DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Embed mastery and identify common misconceptions.

City Pay it Forward – FREE Year 6
Financial Literacy Curriculum
Rising Stars are proud to work
with City Pay it Forward offering
a free Year 6 Financial Literacy
campaign to all schools in the UK.
Find out more at
risingstars-uk.com/CityPayitForward

Picture Maths
DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Deepen mathematical understanding with imaginative picture
activities

Risingstars-uk.com/maths
20

How to order: UK:

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

01235 400555 • International:

international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Arithmetic Practice Tests
DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Secure understanding with questions to cover every curriculum
objective

Build numerical confidence and fluency

Problem Solving and Reasoning

Maths for the More Able

DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Embed problem solving and reasoning across your school

Extend and stretch more able pupils

Reasoning Practice Tests

Fluency with Fractions

DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Enable all students to apply their understanding with regular
reasoning practice

MATHEMATICS

Practise Maths

DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Help children to be confident and fluent with fractions

View samples and find out more at Risingstars-uk.com/maths

Risingstars-uk.com/maths
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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MATHEMATICS

RISING STARS
MATHEMATICS
all children succeed in
9 Help
mathematics
mastery your way
9 Deliver
with a fun, flexible scheme
digital resources
9 Access
anywhere, anytime

Rising Stars Mathematics empowers
teachers to become experts in every
concept, delivering hgh-quality lessons
whilst cutting down workload.
Peter Richardson, Assistant Head
Teacher, Walton-le-Dale
Primary School

Rising Stars Mathematics
PRINT

DIGITAL

CHANGE TO RECEPTION–YEAR 6

Reinvigorate maths mastery at your school with
the most cost-effective, fun and flexible scheme,
helping you deliver mastery the way you want
• Refresh your mastery curriculum with easyto-use Pupil Books and digital resources,
including unit plans and teacher guides,
alongside animations, maths toolkits and CPD
videos created by maths mastery experts
• Impact all children’s enthusiasm and progress
in mathematics through a mastery scheme
that’s fun and enjoyable to teach
• Measure children’s understanding of
concepts covered throughout with HalfTermly Assessments as part of Rising Stars
Mathematics Online, and insightful, intelligent
progress trackers

risingstars-uk.com/RSM
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primary@bookpoint.co.uk

£2,700 Whole School Pack
£525 Year Print Packs
£115 Teacher’s Guides
£135 Textbook Top-up packs (15 books)
£180 Practice Book Top-Up Packs (15 books)

01235 400555

International: international.sales@risingstars-uk.com
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on using

Addition and subtracti
measurement

and exploring

Engaging
the
look at each picture and
You could ask children to
with a
each and discuss them
question that goes with
picture in turn.
partner. Focus on each

gauge, you could:
For the picture of the rain
the
about the container and
of
Discuss what children notice
them to use the language
level of the water. Encourage
half
the container is more than
capacity and fractions,3 e.g.
the way up the scale.
full; the water level is 3 of
Children
holds one litre of water.
Suggest that the container
of litre and millilitre conversion
should draw on knowledge
0.1l, 0.2 l,
scale can be labelled as
and recognise that the
value
the
so
etc.,
ml, 300 ml,
0.3 l, etc. or as 100 ml, 200
litres.
shown is 750 ml or 0.75
to
to support converting litres
Revisit the place-value grid
millilitres and vice versa.

Mathematical focus

fractions
value, addition and subtraction,
 Number: number and place
time
 Measurement: capacity, mass,
interpret data
 Statistics: solve problems,

Key new learning

four
numbers with more than
• Add and subtract whole
written methods (columnar
digits, including using formal
addition and subtraction).
mentally with increasingly
• Add and subtract numbers
large numbers.
and
answers to calculations
• Use rounding to check
of a problem, levels of accuracy.
determine, in the context
multi-step problems in
• Solve addition and subtraction
to use
operations and methods
contexts, deciding which

problems involving measure
• Addition and subtraction
of
to revisit converting units
provide an opportunity
to
e.g. children give the answer
metric measure so that,
0.2 km,
m + 200 m or 1.75 km +
1.75 km + 200 m as 1750
not 201.75 km or m.
sum and difference
• Connect solving comparison,
presented in a line graph,
problems using information
with work in science.

as before.

of the
have found the total mass
Suggest that you would
Children should then explain
two smaller parcels first.
can
this. Other number bonds
why you may have done
real
1 kg. You might like to use
be explore here that total
these tasks.
weighing scales to support

be able to:
Children should already
mentally with increasingly
• add and subtract numbers
large numbers
numbers with four digits,
• add and subtract whole
written methods (columnar
including using formal
addition and subtraction)
and
answers to calculations
• use rounding to check
of a problem, levels of accuracy
determine, in the context
multi-step problems in
• solve addition and subtraction
to use
operations and methods
contexts, deciding which
and why.

Making connections

SAYear 5 Unit 11
MP
LE
UN
IT

for
to make up their own scale
Encourage children in pairs
of the
zero and write the value
rain
the container starting from
to use a rain gauge to collect
water level. You might like
real-life way.
activities in a hands-on,
water and revisit these
scales you could:
For the picture of the weighing
than
on the scale here rather
kilograms
of
use
the
Discuss
previous
use their experience from
grams. Children should
given.
scale using the information
activities to identify the
ways that
parcel and consider the
Establish the mass of the
1
decide
kg or 2 2 kg. Ask them to
this can be written, i.e. 2.5
kg are also equivalent.
whether 2.50 kg and 2.500
to
parcel and challenge children
Focus just on the 0.2 kg
arrow
the new position of the
reason about and describe
put on the weighing scales.
when the parcel is also
What is
about the 300 g parcel.
Discuss what is different
converting
at
Look
of this parcel?
different about the mass
grams, revisiting the language
between kilograms and

Prior learning

and why.
places.
number up to three decimal
• Solve problems involving
and improper fractions and
• Recognise mixed numbers
the other and write mathematical
convert from one form to
number.
statements >1 as a mixed
and
with the same denominator
• Add and subtract fractions
of the same number.
denominators that are multiples

MATHEMATICS

Unit

Talk about

Things to think about

mathematical
It is important to use precise
and make
vocabulary from the beginning
that supports
connections to language
or the equals
understanding, e.g. equivalence
the same value but
sign should be seen as ‘has
explore the language
may look different’. Also,
units and their
of measurement to reinforce
‘milli’ means
e.g.
other,
each
relationship to
is 1 of a litre .
thousandth so a millilitre 1000

profile of mental calculation?
• How will you raise the
and
groupings for discussions
• How will you organise
activities?
will help to develop conceptual
• Which manipulatives
and subtraction?
understanding for addition
to carry
you provide to children
• What opportunities will
develop their fluency when
out practical tasks that
statistics?
working with measure and
problem
opportunities to develop
will
• How will you provide
in the introduction, which
solving strategies outlined
Year 5 children?
be appropriate for your

For the bar chart you could:
bars
about the bar chart, e.g.
Discuss what children notice
intervals of
is in kilograms but with
are horizontal, the scale
0.25 kg.
mass of
answers when asked the
Suggest they give you ‘silly’
their reasoning each time.
the tray of soil and explain
using
each of the masses
1
Challenge children to describe
etc.
kg,
two whole kilograms, 1 8
fractional language, e.g.
them, e.g.
the masses and describe
Ask children to compare
heavier than the rock.
the tray of sand is 0.25 kg
to answer, including finding
Make up questions for children
model.
difference using the bar
you could:
For the picture of the pies
and decide whether
statement
the
discuss
to
Ask children
their
use representations to prove
they agree. They should
to equivalent fractions.
thinking and should refer
a third
is and perhaps describe
Discuss what the mistake
missing but still an equivalent
pie that has three pieces
eaten
i.e. ninths with three pieces
fraction of pie remains,
about the
they make a generalisation
and six remaining. Can
possible number of slices?
the two pies
of
much
how
Challenge children to calculate more than one whole pie
Is there
children have left in total.
the
focusing on the fact that
left? Look at the calculation,
same.
denominators are not the

Checking understanding

when
mastered these concepts
You will know children have
(including
and subtraction problems
they can solve addition
choosing
contexts, appropriately
with fractions) in different
of place
using their understanding
and using number facts
methods. They can explain
value and mental and written their solutions.
justify
their decision making and

Teacher’s Guide 5
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Rising Stars Mathematics Online
PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Rising Stars Mathematics in the Early Years
PRINT

DIGITAL

EARLY YEARS

Save hours of preparation time with downloadable, editable plans and
interactive resources, accessible anywhere, anytime for just £400 per
year

Encourage an early love of maths with all the resources needed to help
children meet early learning goals and secure a strong foundation in
maths

• Bring maths concepts to life with engaging animations that get the
whole class involved

• Encourage mathematical awareness and understanding through
enjoyable game-based learning

• Break down misconceptions and explore concepts that your pupils will
go on to practise, with front of class eTextbooks

• Ensure pupils are prepared for Year 1 with a selection of creative,
free-flow and adult-led activities and games

• Improve your mathematical teaching confidence with accessible CPD
videos throughout the course

• Build home-school links with newsletters and posters that encourage
learning at home

Now including Rising Stars Mathematics Half Termly Assessments
All prices are an annual subscription
£400+VAT Whole school subscription
£35+VAT per year group

£300 for the complete pack

Sign up for a 30-day trial at risingstars-uk.com/RSM-Trial
Risingstars-uk.com/RSMEYFS
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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MATHEMATICS

SUPPLEMENTARY
MATHEMATICS
all children succeed
9 Help
in mathematics
the right resources
9 Find
for your class’s needs
all children get
9 Ensure
the support they need
regardless of their
learning style

Mastering Maths
DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Identify common misconceptions with
intelligent practice and ensure that children are
secure in their understanding
• Support teachers with guidance on what a
mastery approach looks like in the classroom
• Enable whole-class discussion with activities
that can be projected on to the whiteboard
• Prompt whole class discussion with
ready-made activities and powerpoints
£150 +VAT Whole School Access

Download free sample activities from
risingstars-uk.com/masteringmaths

risingstars-uk.com/Maths
24

How to order:

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

01235 400555

International: international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

MATHEMATICS

Practise Maths
DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Secure learning and understanding with
hundreds of maths practice questions to cover
every curriculum objective
• Support all children to move through the
curriculum together with questions at varying
levels of challenge
• Practise maths alongside your existing plans
with easy-to-use matching grids linked to the
programme of study
• Save time with ready-made photocopiable
and downloadable questions
£150 +VAT Whole School Access

Try free samples at
Risingstars-uk.com/practisemaths

Problem Solving and
Reasoning
DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Save time with strategies and activities to
embed mathematical problem-solving and
reasoning
• Develop children’s mathematical fluency with
open-ended questions
• Enhance teaching with key problem-solving
strategies
• Deepen children’s understanding with
easy-to-follow reasoning activities
£150 +VAT Whole School Access

View sample activities at
risingstars-uk.com/problemsolving

risingstars-uk.com/maths
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATHEMATICS

Reasoning Practice Tests
DIGITAL

New Curriculum Arithmetic
Practice Tests

YEARS 1–6

Help children apply their mathematical
reasoning skills with varied, multi-step
questions in these pick-up-and-go tests

DIGITAL

• Expose children to a broad range of question
types and strategies to help them tackle
reasoning papers
• Save time with ready-made reasoning tests,
carefully created by curriculum experts

YEARS 1–6

Build number fluency and confidence with
practice for the types of questions included in
the national tests
• Familiarise children with tricky, multi-step
questions
• Develop a secure understanding of number
• Feel supported with guidance notes to
introduce essential concepts

• Encourage children to explain their thinking
and formally record their answer – providing
written evidence of reasoning to Ofsted

£150 +VAT Whole School Access

£150 +VAT Whole School Access

Download sample activities at
risingstars-uk.com/Arithmetictests

View sample material at
risingstars-uk.com/RPTsample

Risingstars-uk.com/maths
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DIGITAL

YEARS 2–6

Enable higher attainers to explore curriculum
content in greater depth and develop their
mathematical reasoning skills with a rich bank
of maths activities
• Engage and inspire pupils using challenging
space-themed problem-solving activities
• Gain confidence to stretch your more able
pupils in mathematics

SUPPLEMENTARY MATHEMATICS

Maths for the More Able

Fluency with Fractions
Give children understanding, fluency and
confidence in fractions with teacher support
and differentiated pupil activities
• Support teachers and teaching assistants with
detailed guidance
• Ensure children of all levels can succeed
with differentiated activities that can be
photocopied, printed and edited
£150 +VAT Whole School Access

£150 +VAT Whole School Access

Download sample activities from
risingstars-uk.com/mma

Download sample activities at
risingstars-uk.com/Fractions

Risingstars-uk.com/maths
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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INTERVENTION

READING
SKILLS AND
MATHS
INTERVENTION
Skills and Maths
9 Reading
1 – Year 6
9 Year
and Area of Learning
9 Strand
interventions

Available in Spring 2021!
Shine: Targeted Interventions
for Primary
DIGITAL

pira

• Our free assessment and reporting
tool, MARK, will identify specific gaps in
knowledge and suggest exact learning
sequences to address these
• Each learning sequence for reading skills
includes step-by-step teaching notes, text
extracts and questions, modelling software to
take pupils through the skills they need, and
quizzes to assess understanding
• Each learning sequence for maths includes
step-by-step teaching notes, pupil worksheets
to carry out the activities, and quizzes to
assess understanding

new

primary

primary

Progress in
Reading
Assessment

AGES 5–11

Deliver tailored individual, small group and
whole class intervention activities for the areas
of weakness demonstrated in your pupils’
diagnostic test results from New PiRA, New
PUMA and NTS Assessments. You can find
out more about these termly standardised test
suites designed to assess progress in reading
and maths on page 29

puma

new

1

Name
The teacher’s script for the phonics questions, on pages 2–3, is on the back page. On pages
4–7, read aloud all instructions for answering questions (printed in red-brown), but do not read
the texts or answer choices printed in black.
Boy

Girl

Date of birth

/

Test date
/

Strand

/

Chronological age
Marks

2a Define

/2

2b Retrieve

/2

2c Summarise

/2

2d Infer

/2

2e Predict

/2

2f Contextualise

/2

2g Explore

/2/23

2h Compare

/1/2

Total Marks

years

Text type

Questions

Word reading

1–7

01235 400555

/10

Story

8–14

/8

Story

15–20

/7

1

Test date
/

/

/

Chronological age
Marks

years

months

Reading Age

Number

/8

Hodder Scale

Operations

/9

Age Standardised Score

Fractions, Decimals and
Percentages

/2

Standardised Score

Geometry

/5

Measures

Hodder Scale

Statistics

Age Standardised Score

/6

Total Marks

Standardised Score

/30

Problem solving

/25

/10

© Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.

1

puma 1 SPRING

© Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.

PIRA_Autum test_papers_4.indd 1

02/08/2019 09:30

Reading
Booklet

1

© Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.

PUMA_Spring test_papers_v4.indd 1

02/08/2019 09:30

NTS
Assessments

NTS
Assessments
National Test-style
Standardised Assessments

SPRING

Mathematics
2

Year

SPRING

Paper 2: reasoning
Name:

Male

Female

Date of birth

Contents

Year

4

The Aquarium
pages 6–8

455375_NTSA_Y4_R_Booklet_001-012.indd 1

International: international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

/

Test date
/

Strand

Cal and the Amazing Anti-Gravity
Machine pages 2– 4

risingstars-uk.com/interventions20
primary@bookpoint.co.uk

/

Strand

© Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.

pira 1 AUTUMN

Girl

Date of birth

Marks

Reading Age

1 month free trial available for Reach Reading Skills
£250 annual subscription to Reach Reading Skills
1 month free trial available for Reach Maths
£250 annual subscription to Reach Maths
Order online at risingstars-uk.com/interventions20

How to order:

months

SPRING

Name
Boy

/

• Quickly search for specific intervention
resources as and when you need them

28

Progress in
Understanding
Mathematics
Assessment

AUTUMN

8/28/19 9:58 AM

/6

Calculations (C)

/7

Fractions, decimals and percentages (F)

/4

Measurement (M)

/6

Geometry – properties of shapes (G)

/1

Statistics (S)

/1

Total marks

/25

455177_NTS_Maths_P2_001-016.indd 1

/

Chronological age

/
years

months

Marks

Number (N)

8/27/19 9:24 AM

Assess:

Report:

Intervene:

Reliably measure attainment and
progress with New PiRA, New
PUMA and NTS Assessments.

Easily identify gaps in each pupil’s
understanding using the Individual
Intervention Report and Group
Intervention Report in our free
online assessment and reporting
tool, MARK.

Address specific gaps in
understanding with sequences
for each area of learning.

INTERVENTION

Assess ⊲ Report ⊲ Intervene

Measure understanding with quick
quizzes.
Search for additional intervention
resources as and when you need
them.

What are New PiRA, New PUMA and NTS Assessments?
New PiRA and New PUMA
Track termly progress in reading and maths whilst reliably benchmarking performance against thousands of pupils nationally.
Standardised on over 10,000 pupils per test suite in 2019/20.

NTS Assessments
Familiarise your pupils with National Test-style reading and maths papers whilst confidently measuring termly performance
against thousands of pupils nationally.

Find out more about each test suite and MARK at risingstars-uk.com/interventions20

risingstars-uk.com/interventions20
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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INTERVENTION

On Track Maths
PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Identify gaps in children’s knowledge and understanding and tackle issues with a
comprehensive range of activities, providing a firm foundation for progress
• Use intervention activities that target specific problems and raise attainment
• Assess the impact of each intervention through an assessment lesson for each
strand
£600 for the complete pack

Download free sample activities from risingstars-uk.com/ontrackmaths

YEAR 2

Strand: Fractions

DAY

2

Sub-strand: Recognise, order, compare and equivalence

The On Track Maths concept
Children can experience obstacles to learning caused by a lack of
understanding of fundamental concepts. For example, a child in Year
5 may experience serious difficulties with large numbers because
their understanding of basic place value was not secure when they
were taught it many years before. On Track Maths provides teachers
with the tools that they need to identify what a child can do and
understand, they can then go back to the relevant curriculum year’s
knowledge to plug the gaps and put them back on track.
Eleanor Hick, On Track Maths author

ACTIVITY 1: Finding
counters

1
3

1

� Look at the fraction written on the board with the children. Ask them:
3
What does it mean?
� Establish with the children that
1

1
3

means one of the three parts of a whole.

� Model finding of 21 for the children. Count out 21 counters and then
3
divide them into three groups. Say to the children: We count how many
1
1
counters are in one of the three groups to find . So of 21 is 7.
3

3

� Highlight to the children that the groups must be equal.
� Now give the children a number to find

ACTIVITY 2: Finding

1
3

1
3

of (e.g. 6, 9, etc.).

of a length

� You need plenty of space for this activity. Measure a distance using a metre
wheel – make sure the distance is divisible by three (e.g. measure from one
cone to another with a distance of 9 m).
� Put a cone at either end of the distance.
� The children then count out the correct number of metre sticks for the
distance they have found. These physical resources can then be used to
support the children with dividing the distance into three.
1

� Ask the children to divide the distance into three, to find of the distance.
3
1
Say to them: We have measured three metres across the ground. To find
3
of the distance we need to divide it by three.
� Ask the children to find the answer mentally and then one child measures
using the metre wheel to put a cone at the end of each third of the distance.
(Each child will be able to have a turn at this step throughout the activity.)

WATCH OUT: It is important that the children can divide this number by three
1

to find 3 . If necessary, use practical resources to help them such as metre sticks, counters,
pebbles or cubes.

� Now ask the children to walk a third of the total distance they have
measured.

© Rising Stars UK Ltd 2016

risingstars-uk.com/ontrackmaths
How to order:

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

01235 400555

AC
H

of a quantity using

� Repeat with other lengths, ensuring that each length is divisible by three.
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209

OBJECTIVES
• Recognise, ﬁnd, name
and write fractions 13, 14, 24
and 34 of a length, shape,
set of objects or quantity
• Recognise the
equivalence of 24 and 12

Rising Stars Progression
Framework: 2.3.a.1,
2.3.a.2, 2.3.b.1
RESOURCES
• Activity 1: Each child
needs up to 24 counters;
main whiteboard and
pens
• Activity 2: Metre wheel;
cones for measuring
distances; access to
outside space/hall/
corridor; metre sticks

INTERVENTION

The resource is so well organised and resourced, that after
initial time looking through material with the class teacher
and SENCO, the intervention staff could just ‘run with it’.
Ruth Duckworth, Assistant Headteacher, Christ Church CE
Primary School

On Track English
PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Raise English attainment with targeted, step-by-step intervention
• Easily identify gaps and weaknesses in comprehension, grammar and
writing using the built-in diagnostic tools
• Deliver targeted intervention using the carefully structured and preplanned sessions
• Boost confidence and enjoyment of reading and writing through highquality source texts and accompanying audio
• Use the assessment tasks and guidance to assess individual pupil
progress and decide next steps for learning

On Track English can be easily implemented by
all staff (including teaching assistants and learning
support) using our simple 3-step process:

1. Identify gaps and weaknesses:
Use classroom observation and children’s work to identify children who
may require intervention in a specific area of the English curriculum.

2. Deliver intervention:
Select the appropriate set of carefully structured 20-minute lessons from
the Activity Pack. Use the accompanying online resources to deliver
a week-long intervention programme that strengthens and reinforces
learning.

• Develop teaching skills and knowledge through the accompanying
CPD videos
£375 On Track English Reading Comprehension (Photocopiable ring-binder of teaching notes and
activities, plus permanent online access to videos and accompanying resources for Key Stage 2.)
£375 On Track English Writing and Grammar (Photocopiable ring-binder of teaching notes and
activities, plus permanent online access to videos and accompanying resources for Key Stage 1-2.)
£700 Complete On Track English Pack (Reading Comprehension and Writing and Grammar)

3. Assess:

On the final day of the intervention, assess what each child in the group is
able to do independently, using the assessment tasks and guidance, and
identify the next steps for their learning.

View free samples at risingstars-uk.com/ontrackenglish
risingstars-uk.com/ontrackenglish
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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SCIENCE

SCIENCE
time planning and
9 Save
assessing with a free

9
9

Progression Framework
matched to Switched
on Science and built in
assessment
Use alongside our
Foundation Subjects
resources to provide
a broad and balanced
curriculum
Build early scientific skills
with creative exploration
using Switched on Science
in the Early Years

Switched on Science provides lots of
fantastic lesson ideas, full of practical
activities, that can easily be adapted (if
needed) to meet the needs of each class.
It is easy to use, even for the non-specialist,
and simply makes the planning and teaching
of science a breeze.
Tim Handley, Year 5 Teacher at Woodlands
Primary

Switched on Science
PRINT

DIGITAL

EARLY YEARS

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Put working scientifically at the heart of your
curriculum with a whole-school complete
curriculum programme for Science
• Save hours of preparation time with all the
guidance and resources to teach a full and
rich science curriculum
• Engage pupils and teachers with digital
resources at no extra cost; including pupil and
CPD videos, interactive activities and a set of
teaching slides for each half term
• Assess children’s skills and knowledge and
track progress easily with yearly progression
frameworks, built-in formative assessment
opportunities and summative tests for every unit
£999 Whole school
£300 Early Years
£300 Key Stage 1
£600 Key Stage 2

Risingstars-uk.com/SOS
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1.1

Our Solar System

GET STARTED

LET’S THINK LIKE SCIENTISTS

Introduce the topic using PowerPoint Slides 1– 4.
Ask children to write their own address (keep some records with you, some
children might need help), then tell them that they have only managed to write
part of it and that they need to write their address in the Universe. Let children
share ideas about what their address might be and then give them Activity
Resource 1.3 to see if they can work out the correct order for the cards. Do
let them search for parts of the address they do not know to help them.
You could give children a postcard with a stamp on it and get them to write
it to themselves and address it using the universe postal address, post it
and see how long it takes to arrive home. Or do this as a class together.

Use these questions
to develop research
skills and speaking and
listening:
How big are the
planets?
How far away from us
are they?
What do they look like?
How many planets are
there?

⊲ Engage
pupils with
interactive
activities for
each topic

The Sun and the planets
The eight planets in the solar system are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACTIVITIES
1

THE SOLAR SYSTEM

L.O. Describe the movement of the Earth and other planets relative
to the Sun in the Solar System.
Report and present findings from enquiries, including conclusions,
causal relationships and explanations of and degree of trust in results,
in oral and written forms such as displays and other presentations.
Working in groups, ask the children to discuss the planets in our
Solar System. See how many of them they know and what they
know about them. They could record their ideas on a large sheet of
paper, each person adding what they know in a different colour pen
and then writing their name in the same colour. This helps assess
who has contributed what.
Then you might choose to show them a video clip of ‘The Solar
System Song’ (see Useful Websites list on My Rising Stars) so they
can use it to check their initial ideas.
Use the fact cards about the Solar System from Activity Resource 1.1.
There are 20 in all, so it is useful to double these up for a whole class.
Everyone is given at least one or two cards and they have to read and
memorise what is on the card. As soon as they have done that, they
swap their card with someone else and learn a new fact. After 5–8
minutes each child will have learned a number of facts. Collect the
cards in, tell children to go back to their groups to work together and
add as many new facts as they can remember to their original sheet
of paper. Explain to children they should help each other remember
facts and try to write as many new ones down as possible.

YOU WILL NEED
PowerPoint Slide 5

⊲ Save time
with readymade activity
worksheets

Video clip – ‘The Solar
System Song’
Activity Resource 1.1
Interactive activity
PowerPoint Slides 5, 6 and 7

ASSESSMENT
Subject Knowledge
Em. Children can name
some of the planets in the
Solar System.
Exp. Children are able to
name and describe planets
in the Solar System in the
correct order from the Sun.
Exc. Children have extended
their research beyond the
classroom and are able to
talk about similarities and
differences between planets
in the Solar System.

Consolidate this by having a quick-fire question session, asking a
range of questions that demand children think about the information
they have learned, e.g:
Has anyone ever visited the Moon?
Which planet has a huge wind storm?
10 10

436114_01_Science_Y5_TG_001-020.indd 10

28/06/18 8:49 AM

SCIENCE

Topic 1: Out of this world

Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune

⊲ Boost teacher
confidence
with
guidance,
notes and
everything
you need
contained in
each pack

Topic 1: Out of this world

2.2
1.1

⊲ Improve
pupil and
teacher
knowledge
with CPD and
pupil facing
videos
⊲ Prompt class
discussion
with front
of class
powerpoint
presentations

What´s in our Solar System?
Fact Card 1

Fact Card 2

The Sun is at the centre of the
Solar System.

There is only one star in the
Solar System: the Sun.

Fact Card 3

Fact Card 4

The Sun is 93 million miles away
from the Earth. That is equal to
146 million kilometres.

Astronauts have walked on the
Earth and the Moon but no
other planet.

Fact Card 5

Fact Card 6

Jupiter is the largest planet.
It has a ‘Great Red Spot’ which
is a huge wind storm.

Bright rings surround the planet
Saturn. Jupiter, Uranus and
Neptune also have rings.
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See Switched on Science in action with our free samples at risingstars-uk.com/SOS
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FOUNDATION SUBJECTS

FOUNDATION
SUBJECTS
Embrace a broad and balanced approach to
the Foundation Subjects with knowledgerich, coherent, whole school curriculum
programmes, with built in progression for
Key Stage 1 and 2.

Rising Stars History
DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Ensure complete coverage with a knowledge-rich complete
curriculum programme for History

NEW

FREE Rising Stars Progression Frameworks

Switched on Computing, Third edition

Our Foundation Subjects resources are linked to FREE
Progression Frameworks to help plan your lessons and
gauge progress in your class

PRINT

They break down the curriculum into individual statements
with ‘what to look for’ guidance to help teachers identify
gaps in pupils’ knowledge and measure progress.

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

New edition of the bestselling complete curriculum programme for
Computing.

Find out more at risingstars-uk.com/progressionframeworks

PRINT

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Books that give children of all abilities a lifelong love of learning
and reading

Risingstars-uk.com/foundation-subjects
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Rising Stars Geography
DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Rising Stars French
DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 2

Ensure complete coverage with a knowledge-rich complete
curriculum programme for Geography

Encourage enthusiasm for French with an interactive,
knowledge-rich, French Curriculum for Key Stage 2

Learn to Code

Switched on Online Safety

PRINT

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Consolidate coding skills and knowledge with fun practice activities

Help your students become positive digital citizens and stay safe
online.

Switched on Design & Technology

Champions

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Engage pupils with cross-curricular innovative projects and
resources. Find out more at risingstars-uk.com/D-T

PRINT

DIGITAL

FOUNDATION SUBJECTS

NEW
EDITION

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Improve health, fitness, knowledge and wellbeing with an holistic
approach to the PE curriculum

Find out more about our Foundation Subjects resources at Risingstars-uk.com/Foundation

REMEMBER

Risingstars-uk.com/foundation-subjects
your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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COMPUTING

COMPUTING
time with a complete
9 Save
curriculum programme for

9
9

Primary Computing
Improve teacher confidence
with in-built CPD videos
Measure progress with
self-assessment
opportunities and
self-marking online quizzes.

The children are loving it and really enjoy the challenge. The plans
in Switched on Computing have given us a clear plan of how to
deliver the difficult area of programming.
Elm Park Primary School

Switched on Computing, Third edition
PRINT

DIGITAL

NEW
EDITIONS

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Develop pupils’ computing knowledge and skills with a trusted, complete
computing curriculum programme for key stages 1 and 2, structured into
enjoyable, easy-to-use half-termly units of work. Updated for 2020 with
new units and enhanced digital resources.
• Save time and support non-specialist teachers with six session plans
for each half-termly unit, fully supported with step-by-step teaching
slides, videos and worksheets
• Challenge higher attainers and support less confident pupils with built
in differentiation and opportunities for collaboration
• Check pupils’ knowledge and understanding and identify gaps in
learning with self-assessment opportunities and self-marking online
quizzes at the end of each unit

Published in partnership with
Havering Education Service

• Measure impact and track pupil progress against learning expectations
in each unit and across the curriculum with a quick and easy tracking
document.
• Give all teachers the confidence and enthusiasm to teach computing
with CPD videos
£1,250 Whole School Pack including other Switched on elements
£810 Whole School Pack – Switched on Computing only
£150 Year group pack

Request samples and find out more at risingstars-uk.com/SOC
Risingstars-uk.com/SOC
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Session 1 Inspired by Rothko

Unit 1.3 We are digital artists

Learning objective To select brushes and choose colours to create colour blocks.

Creating work inspired by great artists

Steps and
activities

Software/Apps: Brushes Redux and Autodesk Sketchbook (alternatives: Microsoft Paint, Paint 3D,
PaintZ for Chromebook)
Hardware: iPads (alternatives: laptop/desktop computers, Android tablets)

●
●
●

TS1.3a
V1.3a–e
WS1.3a

Overview
In this unit, pupils use the Brushes Redux and Autodesk
Sketchbook apps on iPads to create paintings inspired
by the work of famous artists. In:
● session 1 they create work based on Rothko’s
work
● session 2 they create work based on Kandinsky’s
concentric circles
● session 3 they create work based on Picasso’s
peace dove
● session 4 they create work based on Matisse’s
snail
● session 5 they create work using Seurat’s
pointillist style

Knowledge, skills and concepts
In this unit, pupils will learn:
● how to select and set brushes and colours
● to create artwork in a range of styles on iPads
● to use the undo function if they make
mistakes, and to encourage experimentation
● to use multiple layers in their art
● to transform layers
● to paint on top of photographs.
Progression
● In Key Stage 1, pupils will build on their knowledge
of [xx] in Unit 2.3: We are photographers.
● In Key Stage 2, pupils are introduced to […] in
Unit 4.5 We are artists.

●

⊲ Improve teacher confidence with CPD videos,
and step-by-step teaching slides and videos

session 6 they create work based on Mondrian’s
grid paintings.

Alternatives
The unit sessions give step-by-step guidance to using
Brushes Redux and Autodesk Sketchbook. Brushes
Redux works only on iOS (Apple), but Autodesk
Sketchbook is available for both iOS and Android.
This unit could also be carried out on laptops or
desktop computers using other painting programs,
such as Microsoft Paint. Guidance on how to do this
is given in the online resources.

Assessment – by the end of the unit:
All pupils can:
create blocks of colour
● paint shapes using a range of colours
● draw on screen
● fill the canvas with a colour
● paint on top of a photograph
● fill regions of an image with colours.
●

Most pupils can:
● create blocks of colour with well-defined edges
● use the undo tool to correct mistakes
● draw on screen using a variety of strokes
● create an image made of multiple layers
● choose colours appropriately to add to a
photograph
● create images made up of lines.

Challenge

●

V1.3f

Support

Some pupils can:
● add additional detail to blocks of colour
● use the undo tool to experiment with different
colours or effects
● understand how simple drawings are
abstractions of real objects
● transform layers of an image
● understand how images are represented as
dots (pixels) on a computer
● use the ruler tool to create a grid of horizontal
and vertical lines.

Homework

In this session, pupils create a piece of artwork based on Rothko’s work using Brushes Redux.
1 Explain that in this unit, the pupils will be creating their own artwork on iPads inspired by the
work of some famous artists. Discuss ground rules for using the iPads safely and sensibly.
2 Show pupils how to launch the Brushes app on their iPads (see TS1.3a/V1.3a).
● Give the pupils some time to explore this with a partner.
● Draw the class back together, and ask pupils to demonstrate anything they discovered
for themselves.
3 Show examples of Mark Rothko’s paintings (www.markrothko.org/paintings). Ask pupils:
● What do you think of them?
● What do they have in common?
● How are they different?
● What colours did Rothko use in his paintings?
● Do some work better than others?
● What colours would you use if you wanted to create a ‘happy’ painting?
● What would you use for a cold painting?
● What would you use for a night-time painting?
They could fill in Worksheet 1.3a (WS1.3a) to answer these.
4 Model how to create a painting inspired by Rothko’s work (TS1.3a/V1.3b). Show how to:
● choose a brush and set its width (a broad brush is advised here)
● change the colour of the paint
● use broad horizontal strokes to paint the first part of your ‘Rothko’
● change to another colour and paint the next part
● change to a third colour for the final part.
5 Give pupils time to create their painting, encouraging them to experiment with different
brushes, widths and colours.
6 Bring the class back together. Explain how Rothko’s paintings are made up of layers of
paint. Model how pupils’ paintings can be developed further by adding layers of paint
above the blocks that are there already (TS1.3a/V1.3c).
7 Demonstrate the undo tool in Brushes Redux (TS1.3a/V1.3d), which pupils can use if they
want to try something out and then change their minds, or if they make a mistake. Give pupils
time to improve their paintings by using the undo tool and experimenting with layering.
8 Show pupils how to save their work (TS1.3a/V1.3d). Depending on how your iPads and
network have been set up, they may be able to save their work to a shared folder for you
and others to see. If this is possible in your school, demonstrate how they can do this.
9 Round off by asking pupils to compare how they have created their paintings on the iPads
with what they would have done if working with paint and paper. What do they see as the
advantages and disadvantages of digital rather than analogue media?
● Brushes Redux allows separate layers to be painted on. Some pupils might like to
experiment with this feature, turning the visibility of each layer on and off to show the
effect of each on the overall painting (see V1.3f).
● Using a more complex app, such as Autodesk SketchBook or ProCreate™ makes this a
more challenging task.
Some pupils might:
● prefer a less structured approach, just playing with Brushes Redux on the iPad, perhaps
taking Rothko’s work as a starting point for their own paintings
● appreciate a more step-by-step approach, working through the process one stage at a time
● find it easier to use an Apple Pencil or other stylus for this, if available.
Pupils could:
● create further paintings in Rothko’s style
● continue with free painting using Brushes Redux or similar apps
● create a painting in Rothko’s style using traditional media.

COMPUTING

⊲ Each unit is broken down into six easy to
manage teaching sessions

Key to online resources
WS = Worksheet

TS = Teaching slides

Q = Quiz

V= Video

30
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⊲ Check knowledge and understanding with
built-in assessment and self-marking quizzes

⊲ Track pupil
progress
with quick,
easy tracking
documents

⊲ Suitable for
use across
a range of
different
devices

Request free samples at risingstars-uk.com/SOC

Risingstars-uk.com/foundation-subjects
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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COMPUTING

A great resource for helping primary aged children (and
beyond) develop coding confidence.
East Harling Primary School

UPDATED
EDITIONS

Learn to Code
PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 2

Address the coding objectives within the curriculum with fun and
engaging practice books for ages 7–11 containing easy-to-follow
activities and projects, supported by accompanying teacher’s notes
• Save preparation time with step-by-step activities, ideal for extension
work, coding clubs and homework, covering the key requirements of
the computing curriculum
• Embed and practise coding skills in a fun way with creative activities
and manageable pupil led projects
• Stretch and challenge more able pupils with open ended activities
• Teach lessons of the highest quality whatever your expertise with
comprehensive downloadable teacher’s notes
Find out more and view samples at risingstars-uk.com/learntocode
New editions now published for books 2 and 4
£99 per pack
£8.99 per book

Risingstars-uk.com/coding
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COMPUTING

Switched on Online Safety
PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Help your students stay safe online with a
whole school online safety provision including
lessons and assemblies, teacher guidance,
CPD videos and regular guidance on key online
safety issues
• Ensure children become positive digital
citizens by teaching them safe and
appropriate online behaviour
• Embed important online safety principles with
interactive, online cross-curricular activities
and 6 themed units of work in each print
teacher’s guide
• Save time with ready-made powerpoints and
online safety lessons and assemblies.
• Teach with confidence with 12 teacher facing
videos to help deal with sensitive issues
£75 Key Stage 1
£150 Key Stage 2
£180 Whole School Pack

Download free samples at
risingstars-uk.com/onlinesafety
Sample taken from Switched on Online Safety Lower Key Stage 2

Risingstars-uk.com/onlinesafety
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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HUMANITIES

HUMANITIES
Ensure complete coverage
of the humanities subjects
with coherent humanities
curriculum programmes
linked to progression
frameworks
time with everything
9 Save
you need including

9

teacher’s notes
Facilitate cross-curricular
teaching of the Foundation
Subjects with inter-linked
resources

All the children talked about map work or compass points
showing that geographical enquiry and geography skills are
being learnt.
Subject Lead, St Wilfred’s Primary School

Rising Stars History and Geography
DIGITAL

YEARS 1–6

Ensure complete coverage of key knowledge, skills and concepts for
History and Geography, with everything you need to teach each half
term in one handy place
• Benefit from essential subject knowledge written by experts and clear
progression from years 1–6
• Measure progress and easily identify gaps in learning with formative
and summative assessment materials, linked to progression
frameworks
• Save time with engaging planning and resources for half-termly topics
and a range of creative outcomes, all in one place
• Help children connect learning with meaningful cross-subject links,
including English skills and suggested supplementary texts
£60 per year group
£325 Whole school pack

Request samples at risingstars-uk.com/humanities

Risingstars-uk.com/humanities
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YEAR 1
YEAR 2
YEAR 3

LOWER KEY STAGE 2

YEAR 4
YEAR 5

UPPER KEY STAGE 2

YEAR 6

KEY STAGE 1

KEY
YEAR TOPIC NAME
STAGE

ENQUIRY QUESTION

MAIN CURRICULUM FOCUS

BIG FINISH

My Family History

What was life like when our grandparents were
children?

Changes within living memory

Spend a day at grandad’s school

The Greatest Explorers

Who were the greatest explorers?

Lives of significant individuals

Design a memorial to the greatest explorer

Great Inventions: Transport

How did the first flight change the world/Why were Events beyond living memory nationally or globally
the Rainhill Trials important?

Design a commemorative train

Bonfire Night and the
Great Fire of London

Should we still celebrate Bonfire Night/Did the
Events beyond living memory nationally or globally
Great Fire make London a better or a worse place?

N/A

Holidays

How have holidays changed over time?

Changes within living memory

Create a pop-up seaside from the 1950s

Our Local Heroes

Who are our local heroes?

Local History Study: Lives of significant individuals

Create a mini museum dedicated to your local
heroes

The Stone Age

What was new about the New Stone Age?

Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age

Perform a play depicting the changes in the
Stone Age

The Bronze Age and the
Iron Age

Which was more impressive – the Bronze Age or
the Iron Age?

Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age

Hold your very own debate on the greatest
development in this period

Local History

Why should we preserve our locality?

Local History Study: A study of a theme in British
history that extends knowledge beyond 1066

Create a campaign to preserve a local treasure

The Ancient Egyptians

How much did the Ancient Egyptians achieve?

The achievements of the earliest civilisations

Create an Ancient Egyptian time capsule

Roman Britain

What happened when the Romans came to
Britain?

The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain

Stage a Roman army experience

Crime and Punishment

How has Crime and Punishment changed over
time?

A study of a theme in British history that extends
knowledge beyond 1066

Create a display of the changes in crime and
punishment

The Anglo-Saxons

Was the Anglo-Saxon period really a Dark Age?

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots

Carry out an archaeological excavation

The Vikings

Would the Vikings do anything for money?

The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom
of England

Write your own version of a Viking saga

Journeys

What makes people go on a journey?

A study of a theme in British history that extends
knowledge beyond 1066

Hold an assembly to link migration today with
events in the past

The Maya Civilisation

Why should we remember the Maya?

The achievements of a non-European society

Make your very own Maya codex

The Ancient Greeks

What did the Greeks do for us?

Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and
achievements and their influence on the western
world

Lead a special social event about the legacies
and influence of the Ancient Greeks

The Impact of War

Did WWI or WWII have the biggest impact on our
locality?

Local History Study: A study of a theme in British
history that extends knowledge beyond 1066

Host an exhibition telling the story of your
community during WWI and WWII

⊲ 1. View the course overview with Topic lists
showing the key enquiry question, the main
curriculum focus and the big finish activity.

The Maya Civilisation

Why should we remember the Maya?

Week 1: What can we learn about the Ancient Maya from the lives of the Maya today?
Learning objective

To use evidence to reach conclusions about the lives of the Maya in the past and the present

Key question

What can we learn about the Ancient Maya from the lives of the Maya today?

Knowledge, skills and
concepts

●

Success criteria

●

●

●
●

HUMANITIES

Autumn
Year 6

Rising Stars History Topic List

Establish clear narratives within and across periods they study
Regularly address historically valid questions about similarity and difference
I know where and how the Maya live today
I can use evidence about the Maya today to reach a conclusion about the Maya in the past
I can generate further questions to check my findings and deepen my understanding

Key vocabulary

Religious, social, economic, cultural, political, civilisation, pyramid, temple, conclusion, evidence

Activities

1 As an initial hook, display the image of a Maya pyramid, Tikal in Guatemala (teaching slide 6). The image will reveal
slowly reveal to heighten suspense. To support children in engaging with the image you could ask them to describe
what they can see, then ask them what they think they would smell, hear and feel if they were there. Stretch and
challenge: children may make links with other cultures studied (the key example is Rising Stars History Year 4 Unit 1:
The Ancient Egyptians, where pyramids were built). Introduce the newspaper report resource of the ‘lost civilisation’
and explain that the class will be carrying out an enquiry to find out more about them and why the Maya are said to
have ‘disappeared’.
2 Introduce the key question for the unit: Why should we remember the Maya? You should make a link to previous
units where the children considered the significance and importance of civilisations they studied. Ask: Does this
image provide us with any information to help us to answer the key question? Think/pair/share: children write their
ideas on sticky notes and add them to working wall/display. The children should note the complexity of the pyramid
and the fact that it remains today to show how important the Maya were.
1

Rising Stars 2019 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited

⊲ 3. Outline the learning objectives and
teaching steps with 6 editable session
plans per unit.

YEAR 6 UNIT 1 – THE MAYA CIVILISATION:
Why should we remember the Maya?
Related units:
Year 3 Unit 1: The Stone Age and Year 4 Unit 1: The Ancient Egyptians
Unit overview

Key vocabulary

In this unit, the children will explore the world of the
Maya and debate whether they should continue to be
remembered today as a significant culture. The children
will begin by learning about the lives of the Maya
today, before focusing on ancient Maya architectural
achievements, their religion and surviving writings. They
will also study the possible reasons why the Maya
city states declined after 900 AD, looking at conspiracy
theories and considering whether everything they read
online is reliable. They will consider the issues faced when
studying a culture where only limited types of evidence
are available, predominantly archaeological evidence.
While studying the unit, it is important to check the news
for information about any new finds about the culture.
Throughout the unit, the children will make links to other
societies they have studied, including those covered
in Year 3 Unit 1: The Stone Age and Year 4 Unit 1: The
Ancient Egyptians.

Religious, social, economic, cultural,
political, civilisation, pyramid,
temple, conclusion, evidence,
reconstruction, archaeology, city
state, sacrifice, Meso-America,
nobles, creation, hierarchy, sacrifice,
bloodletting, conquistadors,
technology, culture, Meso-American,
glyphs, agriculture, astronomy,
calendar, trade, interpretations,
theory, climate change, conquer,
decline, codex/codices, pagan,
scribe, significance.

The Big Finish provides the children with the opportunity to
utilise and celebrate their knowledge and communicate it
through a creative activity, by making a Maya-style
codex. The completed codices can then be displayed so
they can be shared with the rest of the school, parents
and families.

Knowledge, skills and concepts
In this unit, the children will:
• Establish clear narratives within and across
periods they study
• Regularly address historically valid questions
about similarity and difference and significance
• Construct informed responses that involve
thoughtful selection and organisation of
relevant historical information
• Understand how our knowledge of the past is
constructed from a range of sources
• Note connections, contrasts and trends over
time and develop the appropriate use of
historical terms
• Address and devise historically valid questions
about significance

Cross-curricular links
• Art: making pots in the style of the Maya
•
•
•
•
•

DT: how were the pyramids made?
English: creative writing about lost cities
Geography: impact of changes to the climate on a society
Maths: doing calculations in different types of number systems
Music: percussion and wind instrument music in the style of the Maya

• RE: exploring different aspects of what people believed in, comparing creation stories
• Science: exploring the impact of technology on other societies
Rising Stars 2019 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited

⊲ 2. See the key knowledge, skills,
progression and assessment for each unit
with the Unit Summary – a medium-term
planning tool.

⊲ 4. Provide all the resources needed to
teach the lesson with Teaching Slides and
Pupil Resources.

Request free samples at risingstars-uk.com/humanities
Risingstars-uk.com/foundation-subjects
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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LANGUAGES

LANGUAGES
your class chatting,
9 Get
singing and quizzing en

9

Françias
Teach a complete
curriculum programme for
Key Stage 2 French with
a mix of print and digital
resources

Rising Stars History and
Geography
PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 2

Ensure complete coverage of key knowledge,
skills and concepts for History and Geography,
with everything you need to teach each half
term in one handy place
• Benefit from essential subject knowledge
written by experts and clear progression from
years 1–6
• Measure progress and easily identify gaps
in learning with formative and summative
assessment materials, linked to progression
frameworks
• Save time with engaging planning and
resources for half-termly topics and a range
of creative outcomes, all in one place
• Help children connect learning with
meaningful cross-subject links, including
English skills and suggested core texts
£150 per year group
£540 Whole school pack

Risingstars-uk.com/URL
Risingstars-uk.com/French
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LANGUAGES

⊲ Test
knowledge
and progress
with
flashcard
activities and
quizzes

⊲ Engage pupils
with fun,
informative
animations

⊲ Give
children an
opportunity
to
demonstrate
their
learning with
interactive
games.

⊲ Put learning
into action
with songs
for your class
to sing along
to in French.

Request free samples at Risingstars-uk.com/French
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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PE

PE
pupils to excel in PE
9 Inspire
with whole school solutions

9

for teaching Sport, Health
and Fitness in a fun
energetic and safe way
Eligible for use with your
Sports Premium funding

Champions
PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Save time planning outstanding PE lessons
and improve health, fitness, knowledge and
wellbeing with an holistic approach
• Feel confident running PE lessons even
as a non-specialist, with everything you
need including ready-made lesson plans,
worksheets, audio tracks, skill cards, and
assessments
• Use engaging online video content to
develop children’s fundamental movement
skills
• Ensure cross curricular coverage with health
lessons suitable for Science and PSHE
classes.
• Save time with teacher’s guides containing
6 units, offering complete lesson plans for
every half term, and access to all the extra
digital resources you need to carry them out
• Reward progress with certificates
£200 Upper Key Stage 2
£200 Lower Key Stage 2

View samples at risingstars-uk/champions
Risingstars-uk.com/PE
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Best selling SATs revision
resources trusted in over
10,000 schools
for the new
9 Written
national tests

REVISION

REVISION

Personally I think they are brilliant!
They are clear, simple and easy to use.
The children love the brightness of the
books – the chunking up of work and
the detailed but clear explanations...
They enjoy their homework!
Tennyson Road Primary School

to use and easy to
9 Fun
follow
flowchart approach
9 Unique
that explains how to tackle
SATs question

Just £2.50
per book

Achieve SATs Revision
PRINT

DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 2

Ensure every child achieves the expected
standard with a clear 3-step approach from the
most up-to-date revision series
• Build confidence and demonstrate how to
answer test questions with a memorable,
step-by-step flowchart revision approach in
the SATs Revision book
• Identify strengths and weaknesses to guide
test preparation with the SATs Question
Workbook
• Improve concentration in a test situation with
test-style SATs Practice Papers
£25 Per 10 copy pack

Receive a free 1 year subscription to Achieve
SATs Success Online when you purchase
Achieve SATs Revision for your school! Find out
more at risingstars-uk.com/achieveonline

View samples at Risingstars-uk.com/Achieve
REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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REVISION

Mathematics

Grammar, Punctuation
and Spelling

Reading

Overview

Key Stage 1
Revision
and practice
questions for
KS1

Revision and practice question books
that help children become familiar with
national test papers.

Just £2.50
per copy £25
per 10-pack
Key Stage 2

Revision

Simple step-by-step flow chart
approach that explains how to tackle
SATs questions … and get them right!

Question
Workbooks

Apply knowledge learned in the
Revision book, and gain
familiarity with the styles of questions
that will appear in the 2020/1 tests.

Practice Papers

Build confidence with full-length test
papers designed to mirror those used
in the most recent tests.

Get 1 year free
subscription when
you purchase any
Achieve 25 copy
pack

Achieve SATs
Success

Master 1–12 Times Tables to safeguard
success in the Times Tables tests with
this comprehensive yet simple to follow
write-in book, perfect for children in
Year 4.

Times Tables

46

How to order:

Vary SATs revision with unique
interactive practice covering everything
that could be tested across GPS and
mathematics.

primary@bookpoint.co.uk

01235 400555

International: international.sales@risingstars-uk.com

REVISION

Achieve KS1
PRINT

DIGITAL

Consolidate learning and prepare Year 2
pupils for the key stage 2 tests with engaging,
age-appropriate, revision and practice
• Provide meaningful, age-appropriate revision
and practice for Year 2 children revising for
SATs
• Help children consolidate learning ahead of
the tests

Achieve SATs Success Online
DIGITAL

Boost Maths and Grammer, Punctuation and Spelling revision for the KS2
SATs and measure progress with online, interactive self-marking quizzes
and reporting, including 99 topics for just £99
• Teach children how to tackle SATs-style questions with short, fun fourstep animations
• Save time with ready-made interactive quizzes, suitable for homework
or for those catching up or working ahead using the pupil and class
allocation tool

• Improves children’s ability to concentrate in a
test situation
• Demonstrate how to answer SATs-style
questions
£25 per pack (10 copy pack)

Find out more at
Risingstars-uk.com/AchieveKS1

• Build confidence, knowledge and skills with instant feedback
• Identify strengths and weaknesses at pupil and class level with the
reporting dashboard
FREE when you purchase Achieve SATs Revision for your school
Terms and conditions apply: please see risingstars-uk.com/Achieve-Free for full details.

Find out more at risingstars-uk.com/AchieveOnline
Risingstars-uk.com/Revision
REMEMBER
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WELLBEING & CHARACTER EDUCATION

Wellbeing and Attitudes to Learning:
Survey and Strategies
DIGITAL

KEY STAGE 2

Improve KS2 pupils’ positivity, self-efficacy, motivation and resilience
at school
Quickly assess pupil wellbeing and support academic development with
follow-up strategies to improve pupils’ positivity, self-efficacy, motivation
and resilience
• Assess pupil wellbeing with a 20-minute online pupil survey for all KS2
pupils
• Generate reports to help identify areas of concern, as well as areas of
strength
• Implement follow-up strategies written by experts from Coventry
University and Nottingham Trent University
• Track pupil progress and demonstrate the impact of selected
strategies over time

Growth Mindset Lessons
PRINT

DIGITAL

RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Develop a powerful learning culture throughout your primary school
Turn the concept of Growth Mindset into a powerful reality with a teacher
handbook containing practical strategies, lesson plans and extensive
examples
• Put growth mindset into action in a tangible way with a handbook
tested and trialled by Katherine Muncaster
• Develop a powerful learning culture throughout your school with a
comprehensive and practical scheme of work

£250+VAT 1-year subscription

For more information visit risingstars-uk.com/wellbeing-survey

• Benefit from the experience of co-author and leading professional
development expert Shirley Clarke
£31.99 per teacher handbook

For more information visit risingstars-uk.com/growthmindset

Risingstars-uk.com/wellbeing
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WELLBEING & CHARACTER EDUCATION

Thinking Classrooms: Metacognition lessons for Character Education: The Star Awards
primary schools
Programme for Primary Schools
PRINT

DIGITAL

RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

PRINT

RECEPTION, KEY STAGE 1 AND KEY STAGE 2

Encourage pupils to take charge of their learning through
metacognition strategies

Build your school’s PSHE curriculum with this all-in-one, tried and
tested teaching resources and awards scheme

Help children understand how they learn, reflect on outcomes of their
learning and develop transferable skills such as independence and
resilience

• Develop your pupils’ resilience and feelings of self-worth through
progressive school-wide activities and provide trackable evidence of
SMSC provision to Ofsted

• Develop learning skills such as planning, trying, checking, not being
afraid to fail and resilience

• Recognise and reward resilience, citizenship, teamwork, problem
solving, moral compass, confidence and self-worth with the built-in
Star Awards Programme

• Have confidence in a resource developed by formative assessment
expert Shirley Clarke and growth mindset expert Katherine Muncaster
• Save time with ready-to-use lessons, online CPD videos, teaching
plans and pick-up-and-go resources
£31.99 per teacher handbook

For more information visit risingstars-uk.com/thinkingclassrooms

• Provide tangible and trackable evidence of the SMSC provision to Ofsted
• Save preparation time with plans, frameworks for learning and
engaging pupil-facing materials
£34.99 per teacher handbook

For more information visit risingstars-uk.com/charactereducation
Risingstars-uk.com/wellbeing
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Leveraging a dedicated team of editors, authors and subject experts across Rising Stars and
Hodder Education, RS Assessment from Hodder Education develops assessment resources
that are up-to-date, easy to use and meet the needs of both teachers and learners today.

Assessments available:
Standardised: to
benchmark performance

SEN and
Wellbeing

Light-touch:
to assess understanding

Gain in-depth insight into performance
and predict progress with ease.

Identify areas of difficulty as well as
strengths to be celebrated.

Assess knowledge and understanding at
a time to suit you and your class

• Choose an assessment format to suit
your needs, whether that’s National
Test-style, online interactives, or termly
papers.

• Consider the greater wellbeing of every
child with easy to use digital, oral and
paper tests.

• Quickly review a pupil’s understanding
to help make informed decisions about
their future learning.

• Measure the impact of interventions
and track progress over time.

• Build quizzes online using National
Test questions for in-class or at-home
use covering a wide range of topics.

• Gain consistently reliable insights at
individual pupil, class and school level.
• Easily share relevant information from
our online reporting tool MARK with
key stakeholders.

• Baseline whole cohorts or screen
individuals to help paint a picture of
need.

Sign up to receive emails at Risingstars-uk.com/myaccount

• Feel confident knowing that tests have
been expertly written and rigorously
tested.

Follow us on Twitter @RSAssessment

Like us on Facebook at /RSAssessment

risingstars-uk.com/rsassessment
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“MARK is a really powerful
reporting tool. It has saved us a
huge amount of time and given
us access to a range of reports
and analyses for individual
children and groups that require
monitoring”

“The addition of PiRA, PUMA
and GAPS has allowed us to
compare pupil progress at both
an individual level and also
against a nationally referenced
standard.”

Online assessment and reporting tool

Standardised, termly tests to benchmark performance

“The format of SNAP-B
allows teachers to work
collaboratively with both
parents/carers and individual
pupils in order to gain a
rounded perspective of a
child’s behaviour at each stage
of the process”
Visit the website to
learn more about
the full range
of assessments
available

Award winning special needs
assessment resource

“Wellbeing and Attitudes to Learning has
the potential to give a real insight into
how children are feeling in school. It was
really interesting to see what the children
were putting. Some of their responses
really surprised me.”
Online survey to assess all KS2 pupils

REMEMBER

your vouchers at the front of this catalogue
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FRANKLIN WATTS AND WAYLAND

Ecology
Address climate change and environmental issues in ways that
children can understand

Books that give children of all abilities a
lifelong love of learning and reading.
and fun books that help to embed
9 Exciting
learning of key curriculum areas.
books across a huge range of themes
9 Topic
available for EYFS, KS1 and KS2.

Prices start from £6.99 paperback and £12.99
hardback. See order form for details.

Technology
Get children practising coding, or explore engineering and
design around the world

Sport and Hobbies
Interest even the most reluctant readers with special topic books
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Geography

Delve into the past with detailed biographies and books about
famous events

Travel around the world and discover different habitats,
landscapes and cultures

PSHE

Science

Cover key areas of the curriculum, from families and friendships
to mindfulness, emotions and resilience

Make core science topics accessible to young learners with fun
formats and experiments

Go to www.hachetteschools.co.uk/FWW to see our great value topic packs and latest offers

REMEMBER
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CONTACT US

Contact Us
Arrange a visit from your local consultant
North East
Nicola Brass
nicola.brass@risingstars-uk.com
07881 244 249

North West, North Wales
Clare Deary
clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com
07816 892352

The Midlands, Hampshire and the South West, South Wales
Gaynor Bayliss
gaynor.bayliss@risingstars-uk.com
07810 850782

Kent, Sussex, South and East London, Thames Valley,
Hertfordshire, East Anglia, Surrey, M4 Corridor, North, West
and Central London
Carley Ashton
Carley.Ashton@hoddereducation.co.uk
07584 461793

Scotland
Karen Kidd
Karen.Kidd@hoddereducation.co.uk
07780 046795

International
international.sales@risingstars-uk.com
+44(0) 20 3122 7399

East Midlands and Yorkshire
Liz Eamonson
liz.eamonson@risingstars-uk.com
07703 566690
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We’re here to help
To place your order or for any queries, please contact our team:
For UK inquiries:

For International Inquiries:

Phone: 01235 400555
Email: Primary@bookpoint.co.uk
Address: Rising Stars, Bookpoint,
130 Park Drive, Milton Park
Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 4SE

Phone: +33 (0)203 122 7399
Email: international.sales@risingstars-uk.com
Or find your local representative at
risingstars-uk.com/international
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Or find your local representative at
risingstars-uk.com/consultants

Order via the website
You can also order via our website risingstars-uk.com
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